Abstract: In this study, we concern the multidimensional viscosity solutions theory of a kind of semi- 
Introduction
Since the notion of viscosity solution was invented by Crandall and Lions [6] which has become a universal tool to study such a broad fundamental subject. For detailed exposition of such a tool and the related general dynamic programming theory on optimal stochastic control, we refer Crandall, Ishii and Lions [5] for the survey of viscosity solution theory, and the monographs of Fleming and Soner [10] ; refer [15, 16, 17, 18] for optimal control of diffusion processes and viscosity solution theory of Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations.
For viscosity solution is a big literature, we don't give much more details here.
Ishii and Koike first studied the multidimensional viscosity solutions of a monotone systems of secondorder elliptic partial differential equations (PDEs) in [13] . Later Koike showed the uniqueness of viscosity solutions for monotone systems of fully nonlinear PDEs under Dirichlet condition [14] . In addition, from a stochastic interpretation point of view, Pardoux et al [19] , Buckdahn and Hu [4] studied a kind of systems of coupled Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations and established the related viscosity solution. Also, systems of coupled Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman-Isaacs equations and their interpretation through stochastic differential games, see Qian [27] .
In this paper, we aim to study the viscosity solution of the following coupled semi-linear partial differential equation, ∂ t u i (t, x) + Lu i (t, x) + f (x, u(t, x), σ(x)∂ x u i (t, x)) = 0;
where
Notice that, the model (1.1) is similar with the one in [13] , but our assumptions (specially, the conditions (A.1)and (A.2) in [13] and Assumption 4.1 in our paper) and method are very different from them. We will deal with our model via a multidimensional BSDEs and a smooth approximation technique.
In order to introduce the multidimensional viscosity solution theory of semi-linear partial differential equations of our model. Let us quickly scan the theory of backward stochastic differential equations (BSDEs) which be related with semi-linear PDEs, it is well known that the nonlinear BSDEs was first introduced by Pardoux and Peng [21] . Independently, Duffie and Epstein [8] presented a stochastic differential recursive utility which corresponds to the solution of a particular BSDEs. Then the BSDEs point of view gives a simple formulation of recursive utilities (see [9] ). Since then, the classical stochastic optimal control problem has been generalized to a so called "stochastic recursive optimal control problem" in which the cost functional is described by the solution of BSDEs. Peng [26] obtained the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation for this kind of problem and proved that the value function is its viscosity solution. In [25] , Peng generalized his results and originally introduced the notion of stochastic backward semigroups which allows him to prove the dynamic programming principle in a very straightforward way. This backward semigroup approach is proved to be a useful tool for stochastic optimal control problems. Further study see [2, 3, 28] .
Notice that, one dimensional BSDEs is related with the stochastic recursive optimal control problem, and multidimensional BSDEs is related to multidimensional stochastic recursive problem, i.e., consider the following forward-backward systems (for simplicity, n=2, d=1, more details see Section 2).
. Then, we can define the multidimensional utility value functions as,
If we suppose (u, v) is smooth function, we can relate the value functions (u, v) with the following partial differential equations,
Notice that, u, v are coupled by f, g, if we suppose f, g satisfy Lipschatiz conditions (see Section 2, Assumption 
Preliminary

Formulation of the problem
Let Ω = C([0, T ]; R) and P be the Wiener measure on (Ω, B(Ω)). We denote by W = (W (t) t∈[0,T ] ) the canonical Wiener process, with
, and define the following spaces of processes:
Let us consider the following forward-backward system. Without loss of generality, we consider the case n = 2:
In order to obtain the well-posedness of Forward-Backward SDEs (2.1) and (2.2), we denote by h := f, g; Φ := Φ 1 , Φ 2 and assume that b, σ, h, Φ are deterministic functions and satisfy the following conditions:
Assumption 2.1 There exists a constant C > 0 such that
Remark 2.2 Suppose b, σ satisfy Assumption 2.1. Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that
Assumption 2.3 Let h be Lipschitz continuous in x, y, z, i.e.
and linear growth, i.e. there exists a positive constant C such that
The following assumption guarantees the comparison theorem of BSDEs (2.2).
Assumption 2.4 Let f and g satisfy the following monotonic conditions, i.e.,
g(x, y 1 , y, z) ≥ g(x, y 2 , y, z), ∀ x, y 1 , y 2 , y, z ∈ R with y 1 ≥ y 2 .
Under the above assumptions, we have the following theorems. The following comparison theorem for equations (2.3) and (2.4) is the key step when proving the existence of the viscosity solution of semi-linear PDEs. For reader convenience, we show the proof in the Appendix.
Theorem 2.7 If f i , g i satisfy Assumptions 2.3 and 2.4;
then we have comparison results
Classical solution of Forward Backward SDEs
Let t ∈ [0, T ] and x ∈ R. Given the following forward-backward SDEs:
We recall some notions and results in Pardoux and Peng [22] .
will denote respectively the set of functions of class C n from R into R, the set of those functions of class C n b whose partial derivatives of order less than or equal to n are bounded, and the set of those functions of class C n p which, together with all their partial derivatives of order less than or equal to n, grow at most like a polynomial function of the variable x at infinity. In Pardoux and Peng [22] , under Assumptions 2.8 and 2.9, Y and Z are related in the following sense:
Equation (2.6) be related to the following partial differential equation:
where ∂ is the gradient operator and
Theorem 2.10 Suppose Assumptions 2.8 and 2.9 hold. If u belongs to C 1,2 and (u, v) is the solution of equation (2.7) such that (u, v) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous and bounded by C(1 + |x|), then we have
t≤s≤T is the unique solution of forward Backward SDE (2.6).
Theorem 2.11 Under Assumptions 2.8 and 2.9, the function u(t, x) = Y t,x (t) is the unique C 1,2 -solution of PDE (2.7).
The existence of viscosity solution
In this section, we will prove that the solution of BSDEs solves the multidimensional PDEs in the mean of viscosity solution. Consider the following PDEs:
For given initial data (t, x), we define 
Proof: This lemma really come from the paper [25] , so we omit it. Now, we first give the definition of the viscosity solution of PDEs (3.1) as follows.
, we say that w is a viscosity subsolution
We say that w is a viscosity supersolution of (3.1), if
We say that w is a viscosity solution of (3.1) if it is both a viscosity supersolution and a viscosity subsolution of (3.1).
Remark 3.3 Notice that, the Definition 3.2 for multidimensional viscosity solution is different from one dimensional case for Γ 1 − w 1 and Γ 1 − w 2 may take minimum (maximum) values at different points, i.e.,
. Thus, we may consider the following definition for viscosity solution:
, we say that w is a viscosity subsolution of (3.1), if
Notice that, Γ Before to show the solution of BSDEs (2.2) is the multidimensional viscosity solution of the semi-nonlinear PDEs (3.1), let us give some lemmas which are used later.
and assume f, g satisfy the Lipschitz and linear growth conditions.
Consider the following BSDEs: Applying Itô formula, we obtain the following lemma: By basic theory of SDE and BSDEs, we can obtain the next results:
Also, we have the representation of Y 1,1 and Y 2,1 .
Lemma 3.6
We have
where Y 0,1 and Y 0,2 are the solution of the following differential equations
6)
Proof: Notice that, F 11 and F 12 are deterministic functions, we obtain that Z
. By the basic theory of BSDEs, we have the following estimates of the continuity of (u(t, x), v(t, x)) with respect to t, x, see Peng [26, 25] .
Lemma 3.7 There exists a constant C > 0 such that, ∀t ∈ [0, T ] and x, x ′ ∈ R, we have We first show that there exists C > 0 such that | u(t + δ, x) − u(t, x) |≤ Cδ 1 2 . By the first equality of (3.7), we have
Lemma 3.8 The function (u, v) is
By Lemma 3.7, note that u is 1-Hölder continuous in x. We have
Then by E X t,x,u t+δ − x 2 ≤ Cδ (C will change line by line),
According to BSDEs (3.7), I Thus, we have
Similarly, we can prove that
This completes the proof. Proof: By Lemma 3.8, we have that (u, v) is a continuous function of (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × R. Next, we prove that (u, v) is viscosity solution of the PDEs (3.1).
Step 1:
By equation (3.1) and Lemma 3.1, we have
(3.9)
we can compare equations (3.3) and (3.9), thus
Then, by Lemma 3.4, we have
By Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6, we get Letting δ → 0, we get
Similarly, using the same method as above, we consider the following BSDEs:
f (X and which deduce that −Cδ
Letting δ → 0, we have
Thus, we complete the proof for this assertion.
Step 2: Next, using the same method as above, we can prove (u, v) is the viscosity supersolution of equation (3.
1). Thus, (u, v) is viscosity solution of equation (3.1).
This completes the proof.
Uniqueness of viscosity solution
Based on the results in Section 3, we are now at the stage to prove that the solutions of BSDEs (2.2) is the unique viscosity solution of the multidimensional PDEs (3.1). Following the Definition 3.2, once we prove that the solutions of BSDEs (2.2) is the maximum visocisty subsolution and minimum viscosity supersolution of PDEs (3.1), then, any viscosity solution of PDEs (3.1) must be the solution of BSDEs (2.2). In addition, we need the following assumption for proving the uniqueness results.
Assumption 4.1 Let f and g satisfy the following monotonic conditions, and there exist constants
g(x, y 11 , y 12 , z) − g(x, y 21 , y 22 , z) ≤ C 2 (y 22 − y 12 ) + C 1 (y 11 − y 21 ),
Before proving the main results of this section, let us show some preliminary results. Firstly, we will construct some smooth functions which are used to approximate b, σ, f, g, Φ. We denote
and the convolution of b, σ, f, g,
with (x, y 1 , y 2 , z) ∈ R × R × R × R. Thus, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2
There is constant C > 0 such that
Proof : We just prove the first inequality. Similarly, we can obtain the other inequalities. By equation (4.1),
for fixed x, we have,
where C will change line by line.
Remark 4.3
Notice that ψ ∈ C ∞ , by the property of convolution, we obtain that b ε , σ ε , Φ 1 ε , Φ 1 ε satisfy Assumption 2.8, f ε , g ε satisfy Assumption 2.9, thus we can use the results of [22] . Proof : By Theorem 3.9, we obtain the following step:
Step 1. The solution of BSDEs (2.1) and (2.2) (u, v) is the viscosity solution of the semi-linear PDEs (3.1).
Step 2. We now prove that the solution (u, v) is the maximum viscosity subsolution and minimum viscosity supersolution of PDEs (3.1).
Let us consider the following forward backward systems, for t ∈ [0, T ] and x ∈ R,
Then, by Theorem 2.7, we obtain u ε (t, x), u ε (t, x) ∈ C 1,2 ([0, T ] × R) is the classical solution of the following PDEs:
and
ε,s . By Lemma 4.2 and Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3, there is a constant C such that
Then, by inequality (4.5), we obtain 
It is easy to verify that K 
(4.8)
Therefore, by inequality (4.6) we have the following equality aboutū ε (t, x),v ε (t, x),
Notice that, (u 1 , v 1 ) is the viscosity subsolution of PDEs (3.1), by equation (4.8) , we obtain
By equation (4.8) and inequality (4.5), there exists constant C yields we have
By Assumptions 2.3 and 4.1, there exists Lipschatiz constants C 2 > C 1 > 0 such that
which deduce that
Thus,
Let ε, α → 0, notice that K 
, then we obatin the assertion. Thus, we only need consider the case: K 1 ≥ 0, K 2 < 0 or K 2 ≥ 0, K 1 < 0, let ε, α small enough, by Assumption 4.1, we have if
which is contrary to the inequality (4.11). Therefore, we obtain that for any (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × R,
Thus, we prove that (u, v) is the maximum viscosity subsolution of PDEs (3.1). Using the similar method as above, we can prove that (u, v) is the minimum viscosity supersolution of PDEs (3.1).
Step 3. Let us assume that (u 2 , v 2 ) is the viscosity solution of PDEs (3.1). Thus, (u 2 , v 2 ) is the viscosity subsolution and supersolution of PDEs (3.1), following the results of Step 2, we have
This completes the proof. 
where Thus, the related semi-linear PDEs are ∂ t u i (t, x) + Lu i (t, x) + f i (x, u, σ T (x)∂ x u i (t, x)) = 0; u i (T, x) = Φ i (x), x ∈ R, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, (4.14)
where u = (u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u n ) and
Notice that, if we suppose that b, σ, f i , Φ i satisfy the same conditions as in this study, we can prove that u is the unique viscosity solution of PDEs (4.14).
A The proof of Theorem 2.7
Proof : By the basic theory of BSDEs with coefficients are Lipschtiz continuous and linear growth in (y, z), equations (2.3) and (2.4) have unique solution, we refer [9] and [21] for basic theory of BSDEs. This completes the proof.
